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Report of the Moderator
My last annual report for 2016 indicated that one of the things we can always count on in our
lives is change. I also implied that when it comes to our church that it, too, is subject to transformation
over time as well. That certainly continued during 2017. There were, however, a number of events that
took place during 2017 that were significant for Mt. Sinai Congregational Church that deserve mention.
Reverend Ron Wood continued to lead the congregation as our Interim Minister not only with
the day-to-day administration of church related activities, but provided the experience and the guidance
needed during this time of transition. This not only helped to ensure we follow the protocol required for
the selection of a Permanent Minister, but also provided the Selection Committee with a valuable
resource to whom they could go to for unanswered questions, or to provide clarity where confusion may
have existed. Reverend Ron’s contributions cannot be understated, and for that we are most grateful.
During the early part of 2017 the Executive Council had the responsibility of identifying
candidates for the Permanent Minister Selection Committee. Knowing the gravity of the outcome on
the part of the Search Committee, the selections were prayerfully considered and the candidates were
presented to the congregation for confirmation. The Selection Committee immediately went to work
meeting with Conference Office leadership to better understand the process, compiled a comprehensive
church profile of Mt. Sinai Congregational Church, not an easy task, and submitted the profile for
approval to the Conference Office. The church profile was approved and posted on the national UCC site
for access and review by potential candidates. This took place during the third and fourth quarters of
2017. Since posted, the church profile has received a number of responses from permanent minister
candidates which the committee is now reviewing and going through the discernment process to
determine which top candidates might be a good fit for our congregation considering our Christian
philosophy and the future direction of the church. The Selection Committee has been diligent in their
efforts and I am most confident that their eventual selection, probably during the first half of 2018, will
be a permanent minister not only with the qualifications needed, but the mindset that will help to inspire
the congregation and lead us well into what our future church is meant to be.
With the ever-daunting task and difficulty of filling positions off the various boards under the old
Constitution, the Executive Council came to the realization that change was needed to meet the
challenges the church was currently facing and would likely continue in the future. A Constitution and
Bylaws Committee was commissioned with the intent of modifying the Constitution and Bylaws to be
meet the needs of congregation while continuing to address the needs of the wider church. The result
was a new Constitution and Bylaws that was passed by the congregation in November; one that
continues to keep our core values intact, but also provides the flexibility for members to exercise the
many gifts we have without long-term commitments. It will take time to adjust, but I am confident that
the results will be most favorable. The committee did a more that admirable job and for that the
congregation is most grateful.
I would also like to extend my appreciation to the Executive Council and the boards they
represent for their support and leadership during my two-year tenure as Moderator which ended as we
transitioned to new leadership at the church’s special meeting on January 7th. Your never-ending
willingness to address the tough issues that arose that required immediate attention and those decisions
that will sustain the church well into the future, were both bold and timely. To the Mt. Sinai UCC
Congregation, your commitment to support our church family and the wider church is inspirational. I
thank you all for your support during my tenure as Moderator.
Yours in Christ,
Dennis Laderwager
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Board of Christian Education

Remembering everything our board has accomplished this past year is easy, but given the many
changes that are coming into effect as we move into 2018 are no doubt on everyone’s mind – will annual
reports be a thing of the past? If so, let’s make this a good one!
BOCE has been at the forefront of moving meetings to 9am (before service) – many boards are
following suit.
As we work with the children of our Church – Rally Day kick started our program with great
attendance and excitement. Our new curriculum “Deep Blue” has proved to be very good for “one room
Sunday School” along with a special “magazine” for the older students.
Due to the demise of “the Big Room” BOCE relocated our children to a safe environment on the
other side of the building, utilizing (Caroline’s old office, the studio and art room) which are now the
Nursery, K-4 and 5th and up classrooms respectively.
The Youth Group has also been assigned a new space – the landing area adjacent to the kitchen
with an outdoor courtyard taboot! Plans for painting items to be given to the Open Door project proved
to be more involved than initially thought as painting skills need to be honed – we look forward to the
Spring when we can resume this important “Pay it Forward” program.
Our Youth Group raised money from their annual Bagel Bash and from their car wash. Some of
the proceeds allowed us to purchase much needed filtered drinking water systems.
Together with our Sunday School children we raised $307.25 for our annual Trick-or-Treat for
Unicef. Thank you all.
This year BOCE agreed to host an intergenerational service using “Chrismon” as the theme in
place of a pageant – a well received event with full attendance in Voorhees Hall.
Messy Church continues to prepare exciting “alternative” gatherings for families and friends on a
Saturday night, thanks to all involved on their continued dedication to this program.
Special thanks to our BOCE members:
Jamie Adamski ; Noelle Dunlop ; Mel Keister ;
Cheryl Masone; Ray Negron
Respectfully submitted,
Stacey Humphries, BOCE Chair
Caroline LaVopa, Christian Ed Coordinator/Youth Group Dir.
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Trustee’s Annual Report 2017
PROPERTIES:
1. Parish Resource Center: After the Parish Resource Center vacated in June, 2015, the property
was put up for sale. The property was sold to the Rocky Point Fire Department in March, 20017,
for $250.000.
2. Red Barn Apartments: Due to the NY State and Brookhaven Town restrictions on the use for taxexempt properties t produce income, the church ceased to collect rents on the three apartments
in the Red Barn as of January 1,2017. All tenants vacated the premise by October, 2017.
3. Retreat House: The property is for sale. All contents of the house, including couches, chairs,
dressers, and bed have been removed and donated to Open Door Exchange of the Setauket
Presbyterian Church on 12/9/2017.
TREE MAINENANCE AND REMOVAL:
1. Church grounds: Sunburst Tree Experts de-vined and trimmed the large tree on the front side of
the church. Trees were trimmed and dead trees were cut and removed from the back parking lot
area for safety reasons
2. Parsonage: Sunburst Tree Experts trimmed trees/shrubs and removed dead trees from the
Parsonage property.
CHURCH BASEMENT:
Wick’s funds were used to cover the costs related to the flood.
April Showers: A severe leak occurred in the hall wall of the basement entry area. Water caused
damage in the large room, Caroline’s new office and the entry area itself.
1. Insight Environmental Inc.: completed an air quality/mold contamination assessment.
2. Flag Enterprises: completed mold remediation in the large room, office and hallway.
3. Professional Building Industry: completed the re-test for air quality/mold contamination.
4. Gildersleeve Contruction: presently restoring the large room, hallway, and office area.
SIDE LAWN OF THE CHURCH:
All shrubs on the side entrance of the church were removed for the area to be backhoed, foundation
waterproofed and sealed. A grass lawn was seeded.
HANDICAPPED PARKING SIGN:
The metal sign was attached t the building with the permission of the Town of Brookhaven.
SHRUB/TREE BY THE KITCHEN:
The planting was cut down at the request of Christian Education for space to work on a Youth
project.
ADDITIONAL GILDERSLEEVE CONTRUCTION PROJECTS COMPLETED:
1. Loose slate in the church entryway was repaired
2. Concrete steps to the basement on the kitchen side repaired
3. Door in the basement on the kitchen side replaced

Respectfully Submitted,
Barbara DeBree, Trustee
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Board of Deacons
"Alone we can do so little. Together we can do so much." (Helen Keller)
Coming together linked in a common purpose defines a 'team' and also describes the members of the
Board of Deacons. It has been my honor to work with and be a part of this amazing team for this past
year. I am eternally grateful to the commitment and contribution of every board member that led to a
successful year in fulfilling our role and responsibility to worship activities at Mt. Sinai Congregational
Church.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation for the hard work and dedication of each
member of the Diaconate:
Karleen Erhardt as Recording Secretary
Patricia Hewlett as Sacrastan, representative to Caring Ministry and Music Committee
Bob Sinclair- for his seamless rotation for ushers, greeters and Communion servers
Bill LaRosa in Worship and Sacrastan in training
Steve Kittredge in Worship and Flowers
Jamie Dunlop as lead for Baptism mentors
New members- Deborah Lynch and her contribution to Membership
Drew Martin in Worship
Tom Navaretta in Worship
And to Mike Gordon for his time on the Board of Deacons this year
Rev. Ron for his support, presence, and council to the Diaconate
Contributions from the Board of Deacons in addition to worship activities included implementation of
the new Baptism policy that was developed in 2016 under the leadership of Patrice Perreca. The policy
was approved by Executive Council and successfully implemented by the Board of Deacons this year. The
Baptism preparation class and mentoring program moved forward as defined by the policy. We are
grateful to the members of the congregation who willingly accepted the role and responsibility as a
mentor and thank them for the support they provided to our Baptism families. The sound system project
came to a successful completion and the friendship pads continued as a means to identify visitors
wanting to make a connection and reach out to friends/members.
Over the years many members of the congregation have supported the Diaconate with their time, talent
and commitment to worship activities at Mt. Sinai Congregational Church. The current Board of Deacons
would like to express gratitude and appreciation for the past support of all previous board members for
their dedication and contribution to the life of ministry and worship at our church.
Please read below for a couple of excerpts from current board members on what membership on the
Diaconate has meant to them:
My usual practice as a member of this church was to simply attend the Sunday service, visit for awhile in
Voorhees Hall and then go home. When I agreed to serve with the other Deacons I came to realize how
much needs to be done to simply execute a normal Sunday service. I never took the time to think about
how things got done or ask who came to church early to help set things up.
I joined a fine group of people, many long time, some new members who spend some of their "spare"
time doing things like helping with coffee hour and communion and making sure all was ship-shape in
the pews.
The Deacons had a number of small but important tasks and all got done because we worked as a team.
Those of you who have not yet volunteered for a position please don't be afraid to do so because there
will be fellow members there to help you.
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I'm happy to be able to do just a few things for my church and I will take over the position of Sacrastan
from Pat Hewlett who held the position for four years and did an outstanding job. I feel good about
being more involved in the every day working of our church because I was able to serve as a Deacon.
(submitted by Bill LaRosa)
In paraphrasing something Jesus is believed to have said "The son of man is here not to be served, but to
serve". If adopted by everyone, this philosophy alone would completely change the world. For me,
being a member of the Deacons was an opportunity for me to serve, with no expectation of being
served in return, and this has truly been a great honor for me. I take very seriously the responsibility
that has been entrusted to me in this role, and I am grateful for the opportunity to contribute!
(submitted by Bob Sinclair)

As 2017 comes to end, this is the final submission as the Board of Deacons to the Annual Report. Our
church journey continues as we close the chapter on the Board of Deacons and transition in 2018 to the
Worship and Sacraments Ministry Board.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Little
Chair of Deacons
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Board of Christian Outreach
This will be the last year we will be calling ourselves the Board of Christian Outreach. Starting January 1,
we will now be recognized as the Social Justice Board. The four main subcommittees, called Action
Committees, will be Food, Shelter Justice, and Wider Church.
The Board of Christian Outreach had a great year. I would like to first recognize all the members who
made that possible. Sue Hoff, Kathy Lahey, Tom Lyon, Donna McInerney, Jaye Vedder Carol Wiebelt. I
can say, without hesitation, that this was the best board/committee I have ever been associated with at
church. Thank you all for your dedicated work to our church.
For the second year in a row, we are a “5 for 5” church in our denomination. The first of five is given to
Our Church’s Wider Mission. Which simply means that we help support the full range of the United
Church of Christ missions across the country and around the globe. The second is One Great Hour of
Sharing and this supports partners in countries with ministries that fund health, education and
agricultural development, emergency relief, refugee ministries and both domestic and international
disaster response. The third given is, Strengthen the Church. This supports church growth, pastoral and
lay leadership development, youth, and young adult ministries within conferences and is administered by
Local Church Ministries. The fourth is Neighbors In Need. One-third if this offering supports the Council
for American Indian Ministry. The remaining two-thirds is administered by the Justice and Witness
Ministries to support a variety of justice initiatives, advocacy efforts, and direct service projects through
grants. The fifth and final mission, is the Christmas Fund. It provides direct financial assistance to retired
and active United Church of Christ authorized ministers and lay employees and their surviving spouses.
Including, pension and health premium supplementation, emergency assistance and Christmas thankyou checks.
The board continues to sponsor Ferry Kanana from Kenya through Compassion International. We have
encouraged the congregation to sponsor a child as well. The youth have been very active supporting
Ferry also. We look forward to continuing this worthwhile outreach program and hope the congregation
will also.
One of the boards largest outreach commitment is to The Sunshine Prevention Center located in Port
Jefferson Station. It is an Alternative Education and Prevention Center dealing with substance abuse and
violence. The board has solicited members of our congregation to help with projects at the center,
including construction and grounds maintenance, to name a few. The board supported the organization
Long Island Rising. This is an international “flash mob” event designed to bring awareness of women’s
safety issues around the world. As we have in the past for many years, the board collected items and
assembled Easter Baskets and back pacts for Brighter Tomorrows. This is a non-profit agency that
provides shelter, transitional housing, and non-residential services to victims of domestic violence.
The board continues its research on a Sanctuary Church, as it can take on many different directions. One
area where we will participate, is to help accompany people to court to support them at any court
hearings. The board dedicated several weeks of a “mission moment” to the congregation about what it
means to be a Sanctuary Church.
In continuing our education to the congregation about Open and Affirming, we dedicated three Sundays
to speak about what it means to be an ONA church. BOCO continues to support Bread for the World
which help feed the hungry around the world. The Long Island Council of Churches unites diverse
Christians to work together for the well-being of Long Islanders and to provide interfaith understanding
and cooperation. This year BOCO challenged the congregation to raise money for the Hurricane Relief
Fund through United Church of Christ and BOCO agreed to double the congregation’s contribution up to
five hundred dollars. The congregation responded wonderfully by contributing $1675. BOCO decided to
donate $525 to round the total to $2200.
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Once again, BOCO helped in the annual Island Heart Food Pantry dinner dance fund raiser collecting
goods, services, or gift certificates for the raffle baskets. The food pantry proudly put together a
hundred turkey dinner Thanksgiving Baskets, donated by our congregation, for the Island Heart food
pantry. A huge, heartfelt thanks goes to Ed and Carol Melendez and all the volunteers, too many to
name, for their diligent work at the food pantry. The pantry provides emergency food supplies twice a
week to over one thousand people each month.
In December of each year, BOCO puts up a mitten tree for donations of different articles and brings it to
the Long Island Council of Churches in Riverhead. Our board has also been involved with letter writing
rescinding the DACA program and Moms Demand Action for better gun control.
Last, but certainly not lease, BOCO would like to thank Helen Samuels, and her dedicated volunteers,
Florie Randall, Debbie Michienzi, George Wadman, along with other helpers for their very hard work at
the Red Barn. Your work is very much appreciated.
BOCO would like to thank our interim minister, Ron Wood for his continued support. We also would like
to thank Mary Larson, our licensed minister, and Jennifer Piccolo, our Office Administer for always going
“above and beyond” with their help and support. It has been my pleasure being a part of this board, and
I look forward to this upcoming year of opportunities and challenges!
Respectfully submitted,
Bruce Texeira
Chairperson, Board of Christian Outreach
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Board of Stewardship and Mission

2018 “Our Future. Our Faith. Our Time.” Campaign Summary
J.K. Dec 30, 2017
Summary of activities:
The campaign ran through October, using contacts and theme developed through the summer.
Messages from Rev. Ron and the Stewardship team were made in church services on four perspectives
of the theme: Welcome, Past, Present, and Future. The reference scripture chosen was Matthew 7:24:
“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and acts on them will be like a wise man who built his
house on rock.” Following this theme, letters and emails were sent out, with thank you cards and phone
calls for follow up with individuals and families. Pledge value statistics and other summary data were
shared during the campaign. Pledge information was collected and relayed to the treasurer in support of
budget planning, and updated contact information was relayed to the church office.
Results for 2018 and comparison to 2017 values:
$243,740 total pledged funds (last year was $247,893)
101 pledging units (last year was 111)
38 of these made no change to support level since last year
37 of these made increases to support level since last year
(6 of these were updated during the campaign)
11 of these made decreases to support level since last year
15 of these are new pledging units
20 of the 2017 pledges were not been renewed for 2018
Average pledge value: $2413/y ($46/wk = $201/mo)
Median pledge value: $1500/y ($29/wk = $125/mo)
Total number of contacts: 382
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REPORT OF THE CHURCH CLERK--December 31, 2017

Number on the Roll December 31, 2016

532

Additions
Reaffirmation of Faith
Confirmation
Total Additions

3
5
+8

Deletions
Request
Removed at Annual Meeting 1/22/17
**Deceased

2
67
8

Total Deletions

-77

Number of the Roll 12/31/17

463

There were 2 weddings and 9 baptisms
**Catherine Barraud
Jean Brenneis
Pam Busch
Evelyn Cramer
Marietta Turbane
Mary Udavcek
Joan Sieger VanMiddelem
Bette Verin White
Respectfully submitted,
Jane D. Carter, Church Clerk
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REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE 2017
It’s been a busy year on Nominating. Many thanks to the dedication and energy of this wonderful group.
We started our year finishing up loose ends and ended our year understanding and implementing new
beginnings. Thanks to all of our former Board Chairs, and Board Members. Additional thanks to our
future Board Leads, Action Team Members and all of the volunteers of this church who continue to offer
their gifts of time to us during this exciting and sometimes challenging time of transition. Many Thanks
to Rev. Ron for his support to us during this time of transition. We continue to be very blessed to have
each other and our faith to guide us during this process, our work here in this community continues to
exemplify spirit in action and may it continue.
We are hoping that in 2018 that we complete our team by having someone fulfill the role of Vice
Moderator. Please contact Liz Navaretta or Sue Hoff for more information on this important leadership
role in our church.
Our Nominating Committee for next year will include Charlaine Apsel, Eddie Melendez, Nancy West and
Liz Navaretta.
OFFICERS/BOARDS LEADS 2018
Moderator Sue Hoff
Vice Moderator TBD
Clerk Jane Carter
Treasurer Charlaine Apsel

FINANCE

Terry Burke

VICE MODERATOR TBD
SOCIAL JUSTICE Bruce Texeira
CONGREGATIONAL NURTURE

Diane Corson

SACRAMENTS AND WORSHIP Sue Little
Respectfully Submitted,
Peace,
Liz Navaretta, Chairperson
Eddie Melendez
Lynn Burke
Diane Murphy
Sean McDougal
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A Report of the Constitution/bylaws Revision Temporary Action Team
Prepared by Sue Hoff, recording secretary, January 9, 2018
February 28, 2017
Following a discussion of the number of boards that were not filled, along with inconsistent attendance
at many boards’ meetings, Council asked Charlaine Apsel to gather a group of up to five people to
“explore how the structure of the church might be changed.”
March 16, 2017
Our group met for the first time: Charlaine Apsel, Stephanie Clark, Sue Hoff, Jeff Keister, Mike Kelly,
and Rev. Ron Wood as advisor. We formulated an essential question: “What is the work of the church,
and what is the structure that will best serve that work?” We brainstormed responses that included new
vocabulary for old forms, re-visioning our concepts of boards and committees, officers, and ordained
and non-ordained staff. Thus began a process that we originally thought might take two and one-half
months.
March 29, 2017
We identified four categories of the church’s volunteer work: nurture, outreach, worship, and business
and administration, and we began to sift our current organization through the filter of these four
categories. We re-phrased the separate “purpose,” “doctrine,” and “covenant” sections of the current
constitution into one section that bespeaks the positive energy of our comprehensive open and
affirming statement.
April 12, 2017
We began to work with graphic organizers created by Jeff: “What we have now” and “What we have
discussed.” The latter would become our operating model, with which we would labor and tinker to
become the document we present tonight. The more we considered what kind of structure would best
serve our church’s people, the more we came to understand we wanted a “permission-giving”
document that would allow volunteers the flexibility to “follow their passion” and do the church work
they saw as their calling.
April 24, 2017
We came to understand that we should differentiate between what needed to be identified as “policy
and procedure” and what needed to be included in the constitution and bylaws. Recognizing that at
present the church lacks a coherent centralized policy manual, we started to note what might be
included in such a “book” and excluded from the constitution and bylaws. We would come back to this
discussion often in the course of our work.
May 15, 2017
Bear in mind that throughout the months of March and April, we were writing revisions of the
constitution and the bylaws. As our note-taker, Sue was saving all material on her computer. At the end
of this meeting, we began to see new documents evolving: separate drafts of the constitution, and
articles I and II of the bylaws. Sue would email to the group the revisions we had discussed along with
notes of our meeting. Each of us would review the draft document and make comments to discuss at our
next meeting. This process of revision, review, comment, meet, discuss, and revise again would be our
operating system going forward.
May 24, 2017
At this meeting we made two big decisions: First, we separated what we had been calling
“administration” from the finance ministry board and re-named it “personnel.” Thus, the new structure
would have five ministry boards: Worship and Sacraments, Congregational Nurture, Social Justice,
Personnel, and Finance. Second, we extended the term of moderator to two years and added the office
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of vice moderator. This person would be lead of the personnel board for a two-year term, and become
moderator in the subsequent year. Our thinking was that an arrangement such as this would afford the
person serving in this office the opportunity to become deeply familiar with the congregation during the
term as vice moderator while working with staff and the nominating action team, and allow for
continuity during the next two-year term as moderator. Meanwhile, we continued to create new drafts
of the documents as we reviewed and revised them.
June 15, 22017
We prepared complete drafts of the constitution and both articles of the bylaws for Charlaine to present
in her progress report to Council and the congregation. This was the first of several three-hour meetings.
Vacations!
July 18, 2017
Our operating process was paying off as we continued the detailed work of comparing the current
structure with our proposed changes to be certain we were accounting for all the work of the church
and the system that enables it to function. We paid special attention at this meeting to Council, annual
meetings and reports, election of officers and ministry board leads, and ministry board policies that
would be gathered in the as yet realized policy manual. (At this point, that manual began to take on a
ghost life of its own. We knew it would need to be created, but we didn’t want to think about that.)
August 3, 2017
At this three-hour meeting, we reviewed both articles of the bylaws revision, checking every detail,
making notes for revision and correction, which Sue would then include in a new draft for our next
meeting.
August 8, 2017
“Detailed work” means we were checking everything right down to capitalization, commas, and verb
forms. We made a big change at this meeting: the terms of office of the treasurer and clerk would be
three years instead of one. We decided that if we changed the terms of the treasurer and clerk from one
year to three years, that would give the congregation—and the persons serving in those two offices—an
option for change every three years, while also maintaining continuity and the time to train new persons
to fill those positions. The incumbents in those offices could succeed themselves, as they do now.
August 15, 2017
Working on the draft (#5) of article II of the bylaws, we made detailed revisions of what is basically the
foundational structure of the church’s operations.
August 22, 2017
We examined each document for inconsistencies in concept, wording, and form. We compared our
revisions with current documents to be sure we hadn’t overlooked something. Finally, we began to plan
our presentation to council on September 11th. Jeff will craft a PowerPoint presentation; Sue will write a
summary of our work.
August 31, 2017
Our final meeting (we hope)! We reviewed one more time our revised draft of the complete constitution
and bylaws. Jeff presented his PowerPoint about our work, and the group made several suggestions.
Sue volunteered to write a summary of the changes we have made, point-by-point. We will keep in touch
with each other by email in preparation for our presentation to Council on September 11th. The document
was forwarded to Council prior to their meeting for them to examine.
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September 11, 2017
We presented the complete constitution and bylaws revision to Council. Some members recommended
some adjustments, which we agreed to make prior to the October 22nd congregational meeting called to
vote on the revision.
September 12 – October 8, 2017
Following this meeting with Council, we emailed the congregation a copy of the proposed constitution
and bylaws and solicited their comments and questions. We made some minor revisions based on their
comments and emailed individuals to respond directly to their questions. We were also available
informally to chat with people following worship each Sunday.
October 8, 20107
We gathered in the sanctuary following worship with interested members of the congregation to
respond to questions and hear comments, again making minor revisions based on these.
October 22, 2017
At a meeting following worship the gathered congregation unanimously approved the revised
constitution and bylaws, and our team breathed a collective sigh of joy and relief.
Respectfully submitted,
Charlaine Apsel, Stephanie Clark, Sue Hoff, Jeff Keister, Mike Kelly, and Rev. Dr. Ron Wood
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Auditors Report
As auditor for the Mt. Sinai Congregational church I have found that all financial records appear to be in
order. I have checked off all internal audit guidelines. Various deposits, expenditures and disbursements
have been checked for accuracy. To the best of my knowledge all fiscal guidelines are currently being
utilized.
Respectfully submitted,
Janice Flaiz
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2017 Treasure’s Report
In 2017 I was one five people included on the Investment team. Bruce Texeira chaired this team and it included Marian Andersen,
Dan Vedder, and Richard Winkler. The first task was to petition the New York Attorney General for relief of the investment
restrictions in the Wicks bequest. This was granted and the team moved on to how to invest the money in a manner that would
provide a better return on the holdings. After interviewing two investment firms, the team decided to go with Merrill Lynch and
CD’s have already been closed and some money moved to Merrill Lynch.
The church uses the Wicks fund to pay for maintenance expenses. While investigating the Wicks original bequest It was discovers
that in 1977 interest of $55,235.62 was allowed stay in the fund. This trapped interest was moved out of the Wicks and used to
balance the budget in 2017. At the end of the year $20,299.94 still remains to be used in 2018. Also the Team discovered the
bequest allowed for money to be taken from principle for natural disaster; we needed this money to remediate the mold in
basement after flooding, at the end of 2017 the work had used $20,520, with more bills expected in 2018.

Mt Sinai Congregational United Church of Christ Balance Sheet
As of Dec 31, 2017
As of Dec 31, 2016
100 Astoria Main Account
110 General Fund Astoria
15,665.78
12,500.39
120 Maintenance General Fund
8,128.13
6,340.86
121 Ceiling tiles Refurbishment
3,000.00
3,000.00
130 BOCO General Fund
122.86
0.00
150 Pass Through General Fund
304.00
165.00
160 Deacons Fund
1,626.08
5,929.78
180 Kids Crafting for a Cause
0.00
140.50
210 Caring Ministry
640.86
520.86
220 Music Ministry
831.52
2,080.06
Total 100 Astoria Main Account
30,319.23
30,677.45
1010 Discretionary EA Fund
1011 America Funds - Dream Funds
1012 Dream Fund
1013 Memorial Garden
1014-2 MM - Wicks Trapped Interest
1014-3 Hallock Fund
1015 MSUCC Food Pantry
1016 Pastor Housing
1017 Rental Security
1018 Youth Account
1019 Women's Fellowship TFCU
1020 Merrill Lynch Wicks Fund
1014-1 Money Market - Wicks Fund
1101 Bethpage Federal Credit 1/17
1102 Bethpage Federal 4/27/18
1103 Bethpage Federal Credit 9/15/19
1104 M & T Bank Miller Place 2/13/21
1105 Bethpage Federal 11/12/16
1106 State Farm Bank Pt Jeff Sta 7/16/19
1107 UCC Cornerstone Fund 5/26/19
1108 UCC Cornerstone 8/1/18
Total 1100 Wicks C.D. Restricted Funds
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897.01
39,083.02
3,987.22
1,847.70
20,299.94
195,560.92
11,252.21
250.00
0.00
3,374.16
1,048.36

2,097.15
35,091.00
2,157.22
1,847.70
0.00
0.00
9,716.10
12,344.24
1,475.00
2,692.61
748.36

200,000.00
21,607.29
0.00
70,013.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
95,000.00
85,000.00
111,044.77
582,666.01

0.00
0.00
95,000.00
70,013.95
95,000.00
94,999.90
250.00
95,000.00
85,000.00
111,044.77
646,308.62

MSUCC Fundraising
Holiday Bazaar Net
Amount
2012
$3,600.42

Amount
2013
$ 6,858.35

Amount
2014
$ 7,113.50

$8,833.05

$9,936.75
Sales Tax
Net Sales

$10,503.13
$778.29
$9,724.84

Amount
2015
$ 6,512.40

Amount
2016
$7,095.00

Amount
2017
$8,204.55

$7,664.25
$758.66
$6,905.59

$6,029.65
$566.76
$5,462.89

$4,722.02
$3,001.03
$1,720.99

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$2,755.64

$2,100.00

Red Barn Sales
$9,882.50
$788.65
$9,093.85

Chicken BBQ
$5,075.00
$1,665.03
$3,409.97

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$9,419.76
$2,788.51
$6,631.25

$8,171.50
$1,451.53
$6,719.97

Cruise Fundraiser
$3,000

0

Charlaine Apsel
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